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Babysitting The Baumgartners Home Facebook
Right here, we have countless book babysitting the baumgartners home facebook and
collections to check out. We additionally give variant types and afterward type of the books to
browse. The normal book, fiction, history, novel, scientific research, as skillfully as various
new sorts of books are readily within reach here.
As this babysitting the baumgartners home facebook, it ends taking place physical one of the
favored book babysitting the baumgartners home facebook collections that we have. This is
why you remain in the best website to see the unbelievable books to have.
Babysitting the Baumgartners Movie Trailer
ADVENTURES WITH THE BAUMGARTNERS Official Trailer! I Dated My Babysitter Movie
Confession (Under Mr Nolan's Bed #2) Selena Kitt Audiobook Temptation (Under Mr Nolan's
Bed #1) Selena Kitt Audiobook Babysitter's Black Book - Official Trailer Babysitting the
Baumgartners feature film trailer Babysitting the Baumgartners Confession (Under Mr Nolan's
Bed #2) Selena Kitt Audiobook The Babysitter ¦ official trailer (2017) Behind the scenes of
Babysitting the Baumgartners Network Marketing Professional Shauna Ekstrom's Beyond The
Red Doors Story To Success
The BabysitterAdventures with the Baumgartners - Behind the Scenes - Hilarious Random
Video Monday #120 How to Plan a Farm to Table Dinner The Babysitter's Seduction
Baumgartner Trailer #5 - Arne Giske and Nicholas Rozier on Entrepreneur Habits,
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Productivity + Scaling to 7 Figures!
Babysitting The Baumgartners Home Facebook
Babysitting the Baumgartners. 1,007 likes. This wicked hot sun & sand coming of age story
will seduce you as quickly as the Baumgartners seduce innocent Ronnie and leave everyone
yearning for more.

Babysitting the Baumgartners - Home ¦ Facebook
Babysitting the Baumgartners. 1,003 likes. This wicked hot sun & sand coming of age story
will seduce you as quickly as the Baumgartners seduce innocent Ronnie and leave everyone
yearning for more.

Babysitting the Baumgartners - Community ¦ Facebook
Home. About. Photos. Giveaway. Posts. Community. See more of The Baumgartners on
Facebook. Log In. or. Create New Account. See more of The Baumgartners on Facebook. Log
In. Forgot account? or. Create New Account. Not Now. Community See All. 916 people like
this. 909 people follow this. ... Babysitting the Baumgartners ˜17 Autographed Movie ...

The Baumgartners - Home ¦ Facebook
Babysitting the Baumgartners. 1,003 likes · 1 talking about this. This wicked hot sun & sand
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coming of age story will seduce you as quickly as the Baumgartners seduce innocent Ronnie
and leave...

Babysitting the Baumgartners - Photos ¦ Facebook
Babysitting the Baumgartners. 1,003 likes. This wicked hot sun & sand coming of age story
will seduce you as quickly as the Baumgartners seduce innocent Ronnie and leave everyone
yearning for more.

Babysitting the Baumgartners ¦ Facebook
The Baumgartners. 902 likes. Meet the Baumgartners - your life will never be the same - they
will rock your world!...

The Baumgartners - Home ¦ Facebook
File Type PDF Babysitting The Baumgartners Home Facebook find unless you know the right
websites. This article lists the seven best sites that offer completely free ebooks. If you re
not sure what this is all about, read our introduction to ebooks first. Babysitting The
Baumgartners Home Facebook Babysitting the Baumgartners. 1,007 likes.
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Babysitting The Baumgartners Home Facebook
Babysitting The Baumgartners Home Facebook Getting the books babysitting the
baumgartners home facebook now is not type of inspiring means. You could not unaided
going subsequent to ebook hoard or library or borrowing from your friends to log on them.
This is an very simple means to specifically acquire lead by on-line. This online proclamation
babysitting the baumgartners home facebook can be one of the options to accompany you
subsequently having other time.

Babysitting The Baumgartners Home Facebook
Buy Babysitting The Baumgartners by Kitt, Selena (ISBN: 9781440431951) from Amazon's
Book Store. Everyday low prices and free delivery on eligible orders.

Babysitting The Baumgartners: Amazon.co.uk: Kitt, Selena ...
Directed by Kay Brandt. With Anikka Albrite, Mick Blue, Sara Luvv, A.J. Applegate. The bestselling beloved novel comes to life in this epic erotic feature film about a naughty menage a
trois between a married couple and their sexually curious babysitter.

Babysitting the Baumgartners (Video 2016) - IMDb
The Baumgartners, Doc and Carrie, are great employers that have taught their babysitter,
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Veronica, to explore her sexuality and be comfortable with who she is. I wish I worked for
these people. The only drawback to this book was that it ended abruptly and with no real
conclusion, but if it didn't bother Veronica then it doesn't bother.

Babysitting the Baumgartners eBook: Kitt, Selena: Amazon ...
Read the uber-hot, fun-in-the-sun, coming-of-age book that started it all! Ronnie, now a
college freshman, has been babysitting for the Baumgartners so long, she s practically a
member of the family.

KINDLE & NOOK TOP 100 BAUMGARTNER SERIES Now available in two BOX SETS $ave!
$ave! $ave! $ave! $ave! What do you get in Baumgartners Box Set 1? Babysitting the
Baumgartners - TOP 100 AMAZON SELLER A Baumgartner Reunion Baumgartner
Generations: Henry Babysitting the Baumgartners By Selena Kitt Ronnie, now a college
freshman, has been babysitting for the Baumgartners so long, she s practically a member of
the family. When Mrs. Baumgartner̶who insists on calling her Veronica̶invites Ronnie
along on their yearly vacation, the nanny jumps at the chance. There s no way she s going
to turn down an opportunity to work on her tan in the Florida Keys with Doc and Mrs. B! But
Ronnie isn t the only one with ulterior motives. The young co-ed discovers that the
Baumgartners have wayward plans for their au pair that are going to lead places she could
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have only imagined. Note: This wicked hot sun and sand coming of age story will seduce you
as quickly as the Baumgartners seduce innocent Ronnie and leave everyone yearning for
more! A Baumgartner Reunion By Selena Kitt Ronnie, now all grown up with a family of her
own, gets a memory-jolting invitation to join the Baumgartners at their vacation home in the
Florida Keys, and suddenly, everything comes flooding back. She hasn t thought about the
Baumgartners in years, at least that s what she tells her wildly handsome husband, T.J. But it
turns out that her curious husband has made a few phone calls and opportunity, or perhaps
fate, presents itself, giving them a chance to live out their fantasies. But once again, Ronnie
finds herself torn between what she wants, and what someone else wants for her̶or are they
one in the same? Baumgartner Generations: Henry By Selena Kitt Henry Baumgartner s in
trouble. He used to be a big fish in a little pond, but now he s in college, and the world sure
seems a lot bigger! Instead of passing him because of his athletic ability like they did in high
school, he discovers his professors actually mean it when they say he needs to do the work or
he's going to fail his classes̶and be kicked off the all-star hockey team. Turns out, Henry s
been keeping a secret, and while he desperately continues to try to keep it, from the girl
he s got a crush on, from his roommate who s after the same girl, from his parents and
teachers and coaches, he knows he can t go on keeping it forever. So when his parents hire
him a tutor, he turns to this angel of mercy for help, but little does he realize that Mrs. Toni
Franklin is going to complicate his life in ways he never could have foreseen... -------------- IF
YOU LIKED THIS BOOK You can have more fun with this family! Listed in Chronological
Order *FREE* Meet the Baumgartners A Baumgartner Christmas Baumgartner Hot Shorts
Babysitting Baumgartners The Baumgartners Plus One Letters to the Baumgartners A
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Baumgartner Reunion Crazy About the Baumgartners Baumgartner Generations: Janie
Baumgartner Generations: Henry A Baumgartner Valentine Baumgartners Empty Nest
Baumgartner Dirty Show KEYWORDS: menage, erotic, erotica, sex, adult, threesome, lesbian,
ff, ffm, threeway, menage a trois, bisexual, group, sexy novel, marriage, romance, alpha male,
steamy romance, sex stories
From NEW YORK TIMES Bestselling & Award-Winning Author Selena Kitt - OVER 2 MILLION
BOOKS SOLD! Selena Kitt s *Girls Only*̶where the girls get naughty together, but it feels
oh, so good! Paige isn t looking forward to chaperoning her younger sister s Girl Scout
Troop for a camping trip outing̶burning S mores, telling the same old ghost stories and
listening to little girls giggle all night long̶until she meets the new Girl Scout Troop leader,
Brandi. The petite blond is just her type, so when a tent mishap leaves Paige without one,
forcing the two women to share, the trip goes from tame to thrilling faster than either of them
could have imagined. Warning: This title contains hot panty-melting girl-on-girl action!
EXCERPT: What can you do with a dozen fourteen-year-old Girl Scouts, three dozen
Hershey s chocolate bars, two boxes of graham crackers and four bags of marshmallows
when you re thirty miles from any known civilization? Paige could think of a few things, not
the least of which involved going to prison for homicide̶those pointy marshmallow sticks
would make a great weapon, she mused̶but she gritted her teeth and agreed to take them
all down to the lake to swim so Brandi could finish setting up camp. Are you sure you know
how to pitch a tent? Paige asked doubtfully, watching the other adult volunteer in their
little band of merrymakers pulling tent poles out of a bag. Even though Brandi had taken
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charge once the bus had arrived at the camp site, barking orders clearly enough to get the
girls moving, setting up their tents and unpacking their gear, Paige still wasn t quite sure
Brandi knew what she was doing, exactly. Maybe it was her own brunette s natural
prejudice against the petite blond̶or maybe it was Brandi s bright idea that using some of
the kerosene would help the fire start a little faster. Paige had thankfully made it to the girls
before they tried that brilliant idea, or all of them would have gone home to their parents
without eyebrows. I ll be fine! Brandi blew a stray length of blond hair out of her eyes,
sitting back on her heels in her hiking boots. She was wearing her green Girl Scout sash with
all her badges, everything from her Brownie wings to her Senior Scout badge and Paige had
to resist the urge to make a joke about Girl Scout cookies being made from real Girl Scouts so
hard she actually bit her tongue. Please, just take the girls down to the lake. Let them swim
and have fun. I ll finish up here.
If you re sure? Paige glanced over at the giggling
group of girls, already in their suits, towels slung over their shoulders, among them Paige s
little sister, Jess̶the sole reason she d agreed to come along on this exasperating outing in
the first place. Go! Brandi insisted, flashing her a very broad smile as she struggled with
the tent bag. I ll have it all fixed up by the time you get back. That s your tent, isn t
it?
Uh, yeah, but… Paige looked over at her gear̶less than half of what most of the
other girls had dragged along. She was a seasoned camper, even if she d never been a Girl
Scout. I ll set your tent up too, as payback, okay? Brandi stood, brushing her hands off
on her khaki shorts and shooing Paige toward the waiting gaggle of girls. Then we can get
that fire going and roast hot dogs and marshmallows!
Okayyy, but no kerosene, right?
Paige backed away, still doubtful, but there was no arguing with that blinding, over-confident
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smile and squeaky reassurance. Besides, what trouble could she get into setting up tents,
Paige reasoned, directing her charges down the path toward the beach. Keywords: Lesbian
romance, Steamy Romance, Virgin, Erotic Sex Stories, Barely Legal, First Time, Erotica
Ronnie has been babysitting for the Baumgartners since she was fifteen and is now just
another member of the family. Now a college freshman, Ronnie jumps at the chance to work
on her tan in the Florida Keys under the pretense of babysitting the kids. But Ronnie isn "t the
only one with ulterior motives, and she discovers the Baumgartners have wayward plans for
their young babysitter...
Innocent Allie s been saving herself for the right guy. The problem is, the right guy just
happens to be Kit, best friend of her older stepbrother. Kit is funny, sweet, hot, has a pantymelting English accent̶and he s completely off-limits. When everyone else abandons Allie
on moving day, Kit is there to pick up the boxes̶and the pieces of her heart. Deep down, she
knows she wants her first time to be with her stepbrother s best friend, and when things
finally go too far, neither of them can stop their overwhelming, unprotected need to be
together. Keywords: Forbidden romance, Fertility Erotica, Alpha Male, Unprotected Sex,
Bareback Romance, Steamy Romance, Virgin, Taboo Erotica, Sex Stories, Impregnation,
Breeding, Barely Legal forbidden romance alpha male unprotected sex bareback steamy
romance virgin first time taboo erotica sex stories story barely legal college new adult college
coed series books ebooks story schoolgirl teen young girl teenager teenage innocent
innocence college coed series books ebooks story schoolgirl teen young girl teenager teenage
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innocent innocence
From NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY BESTSELLING and AWARD WINNING AUTHOR
SELENA KITT - OVER A MILLION BOOKS SOLD! In spite of a brief experimentation early in
their relationship, Doc and Carrie Baumgartner have since maintained a monogamous
marriage without too much difficulty or even temptation--until now. A move far from home,
coupled with new friends and long hours away from each other, have left the young
Baumgartner couple on shaky ground. Doc believes bringing in someone "new," like they did
early in their relationship, might add just the spice their marriage needs, but Carrie isn't so
sure about that plan. Doc has a surprise Christmas present for his wife anyway--but in an
ironic twist, he discovers she has one for him, too. Each gift allows the Baumgartners to
rediscover, in the true spirit of Christmas, an expansive love that includes not only their
feelings for one another, but the ability to share their passion. -------------- IF YOU LIKED THIS
BOOK You can have more fun with this family! Listed in Chronological Order! Meet the
Baumgartners A Baumgartner Christmas Baumgartner Shorts Babysitting Baumgartners The
Baumgartners Plus One Letters to the Baumgartners A Baumgartner Reunion Crazy About the
Baumgartners Baumgartner Generations: Janie Baumgartner Generations: Henry A
Baumgartner Valentine
Xema wants to find a rich man who will appreciate her all her sexy virtues and spoil her
rotten but it s slim pickin s out there̶until she decides to look closer to home. The best
friend of her father is an entrepreneurial restaurateur who is running an unusual contest to
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find girls for his Busty s Bodacious Babes BBQ Team. While Xema is forbidden from
entering, she does so anyway, because if it s wrong, Xema wants it, and she wants to win
more than just the competition̶she wants him, too!
From NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING and AWARD WINNING AUTHOR SELENA KITT - OVER
2 MILLION BOOKS SOLD! Selena Kitt s *Power Play*̶where those uber-hot alpha authority
figures take full advantage of their status to strike up all sorts of sexy naughtiness with their
subordinates! Her first year away from home at Catholic college has been a disaster for shy,
awkward Emily, falling in with the wrong crowd, just trying to fit in with the other girls. When
Father Mark, the campus psychologist, takes her under his wing, she s more than grateful,
and under his tutelage, Emily blossoms into ripe, luscious fruit, just ready to be plucked. By
the time Father Mark realizes his mistake, it s too late̶Emily has fallen for him, and he for
her. God help them both. Warning: This title contains hot, steamy nobody-writes-it-like-SelenaKitt sex between alpha authority figures and their subordinates! EXCERPT: How are you
doing otherwise? How are classes? She smiled at his interest. Father Mark was always so
kind. Good. Thanks for loaning me that book on Catholic Saints. It was just what I was
looking for.
So are you going to tell me which saint you were researching? He sat back,
tenting his fingers and looking at her. Sometimes when he looked at her, she felt almost
naked, like he was seeing not just through her clothes, but fully into her somehow. Oh, it
wasn t for a class. She flushed. It was just for me. He cocked his head at her. Which
one called to you?
Saint Lucy. There was no point not telling him. She knew he d get
it out of her eventually. He had a way of making her want to confess things, even when she
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wasn t in the confessional. He nodded, just waiting, somehow knowing she was going to
continue, and she did. She s the patron saint of the blind. I had a dream that I was going
blind. He raised his eyebrows. Scary?
No, actually. I dreamed I was going blind, but I
could see everything. I was just seeing it…from inside. She glanced at him, seeing the
quizzical look on his face. It s hard to explain.
I think I understand. He leaned
forward, putting his elbow on his desk, cupping his chin in his hand. She could see the dark
hairs covering his forearm. Do you know how Lucy lost her sight?
Yes. She plucked out
her own eyes and sent them to the man who admired them.
Why, do you think? Emily
shrugged. Well, the book said it was because she wanted to give her heart to God, not to a
man. So when her admirer said she had beautiful eyes, she plucked them out to prove that her
beauty wasn t external, and she was devoted only to God.
Why do you think she did
it?
I think… Emily looked up, meeting his eyes fully. I think she was afraid.
Afraid? Of what? Father Mark looked surprised. Doesn t it take a great deal of
courage to pluck out your own eyes?
I think it was cowardice. She bit her lip, watching
his reaction. I think she was afraid of love. Father Mark stood, coming around to the
other side of the desk to lean against it in front of her. But Lucy loved God.
Yes,
Emily agreed, looking up, up, into his handsome face. But she was afraid of men. Of the way
they looked at her. Admired her. I think she wanted to make herself ugly, so no one would
notice her. He seemed to contemplate this, and she noted the way his gaze fell on her
hemline, where she was playing with the edge of her uniform skirt. But God restored her
sight, he reminded her. Yes, and made her eyes more beautiful than ever.
Proving
that no matter what you do, you can t hide inner beauty. He smiled, reaching out to tuck a
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stray strand of hair behind her ear. You re a very beautiful girl, Emily. There s just no
hiding it. Emily s heart swelled in her chest, even though she knew she shouldn t be
feeling what she was. He was so close she could smell him, a clean scent, like soap, and
something else, masculine and heady. She was intoxicated by his dark green gaze, fixed in her
chair, all of their long conversations constellated in that moment, hours spent in this office
talking about everything from school and her scholarship to one of the most prestigious
Catholic girls colleges in the country, to her overprotective mother and her long-dead father
whose image glowed like an angel in the distance of her memory. I don t try to hide it
with you. She turned her face so his palm was cupping her cheek, relishing the touch of his
skin against hers. Was this really happening? You make me feel beautiful.
You are. You
really are, he whispered hoarsely, his thumb moving along the line of her jaw, sending little
shivers through her. I love you, Father. Emily turned and kissed his palm, eyes closed,
breathing in his scent, her confession bubbling up without thought. I love you. The
silence stretched between them and she didn t need to open her eyes to feel his shock, she
could see it clearly enough with her eyes closed. But he didn t move his hand from her
cheek, didn t withdraw. Instead, his hand moved down to her shoulder, his finger moving
along the sensitive area of skin over her collarbone, tracing it under the open V of her blouse.
She held her breath, waiting, hoping, praying, not daring to move. Emily… He whispered
her name and the sound was heaven. Oh God, help me… He kissed her and the sensation
carried her skyward. She wrapped her arms around his neck, reveling in the hot press of his
lips, the way he gathered her to him, pressing his hands to the small of her back so her hips
met his under his robe. There was no mistaking the hard steel of him pressed against her
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pelvis. Keywords: Alpha Male, Steamy Romance, Sex Stories, Erotic, Erotica, New Adult, Priest,
Taboo, Forbidden
Melinda loves winning, especially when it means trouncing Aaron, her brother s arrogant
best friend. He thinks he s all that and a bag of chips, but the nineties called and it wants its
catch phrase back, because as far as Melinda is concerned, he s more like all that and a bag
of dicks̶at least, he is lately… All her friends think he s hot, but they don t have to deal
with his smug smirk or his giant ego. All they can talk about is his rumored giant… something
else. So on a long train ride home for winter break through the Canadian mountains to Upper
State New York, she decides to make a wager with him, one she hopes that will settle the
score between them, once and for all. Keywords: Forbidden romance, Fertility Erotica, Alpha
Male, Unprotected Sex, Bareback Romance, Steamy Romance, Virgin, Taboo Erotica, Sex
Stories, Impregnation, Breeding, Barely Legal
Selena Kitt s *Power Play*̶where those uber-hot alpha authority figures take full
advantage of their status to strike up all sorts of sexy naughtiness with their subordinates!
Kelsey and the Executive: Kelsey never dreamed her first job out of college with her
bachelor s degree in hand would be as a secretary. Still, she s grateful to have any job at
all, with the economy at a standstill, and she consoles herself that she is, after all, an
executive secretary to one of the most powerful men in the country. Oliver Pierce turns
out to be a harsh taskmaster, and while her friends wonder how Kelsey got the job at all, with
such a thin resume, Kelsey doesn t have to wonder. It becomes quite clear very quickly that
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her lack of experience is exactly what Oliver Pierce was looking for, and she finds herself
utterly seduced, happy to be his perfect blank slate, ready to be shaped and molded and made
completely his. Katie and the Dom: Katie has a secret wish̶she wants to be a submissive. She
dreams of being a man s sex slave̶forced, bound, gagged, taken and used for a man s
pleasure. But single, sedate, librarian Katie doesn t run in those circles and has no idea how
to make that happen, until she sees an ad on Craigslist. Her friend, Lori, tells her it s too
dangerous, and she s right. Her first Dom, Patrick, is woefully inexperienced, but thankfully,
Liam interrupts his little brother s attempts. And that s when Katie locks eyes with the
most dangerous man she ll ever meet. Liam is a true Dom, and he wants Katie, perhaps even
more than she wants him. Emily and the Priest: Her first year away from home at Catholic
college has been a disaster for shy, awkward Emily, falling in with the wrong crowd, just
trying to fit in with the other girls. When Father Mark, the campus psychologist, takes her
under his wing, she s more than grateful, and under his tutelage, Emily blossoms into ripe,
luscious fruit, just ready to be plucked. By the time Father Mark realizes his mistake, it s too
late̶Emily has fallen for him, and he for her. God help them both. Ivy and the Cop: Ivy s car
has broken down in the middle of the night in the middle of nowhere on the way back from a
summer babysitting job, her cell phone forgotten on her dresser at home, and she s never
been so grateful to see flashing lights in her rearview mirror. The rugged, gorgeous cop who
comes to her rescue is sympathetic, inviting Ivy into the front seat of his cruiser where he
intends to call for a tow-truck. But before he can get that far, their incessant flirting leads to
Ivy s confession that she s always had a thing for cops, and officer Paxton declares himself
off-duty̶so he can play out Ivy s fantasy with her over the hood of the police cruiser.
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Bailey and the Professor: Bailey s graduate science classes are much harder than she
expected them to be, and strict, young Professor Jacobs, in particular, seems out to get her,
finding minute mistakes in her work, making her re-do assignments she s already
meticulously completed. When he forces her to start staying late in the lab, Bailey complains
to her roommate that she s about ready to quit school altogether, but what she doesn t
know is that her stern professor has a carnal lesson he s waiting to teach her. Bailey is about
to discover that she and Professor Jacobs share a great deal of chemistry together! Jodie
and the Billionaire: A trip to Vegas for her best friend s bachelorette party is the perfect
break from her high stress job, and it serves to be lucky for Jodie, when handsome millionaire
Dorian Cole asks her to roll dice for him at the craps table. Always lucky with dice, Jodie wins
him two-hundred-thousand dollars. Grateful, Dorian offers to tip her, but Jodie refuses, ready
to go off with her friends to a night on the town. And that s when Jodie gets a real life
indecent proposal̶an invitation to be the billionaire s date for the weekend. Looking
into the man s darkly seductive eyes̶how could she possibly say no? Donnie and the Maid:
Divorced Donnie hasn t had it easy since his wife abandoned him for a six-figure income
with the richest man in the county, taking their daughter with her. He knows he s a bit of a
daydreamer̶a writer, a poet̶who just can t be bothered with real world things like
preparing meals or cleaning toilets. When his twelve-year-old daughter complains that Dad s
house is grody and tells him, Mom keeps threatening to call social services, Donnie
breaks down and hires a housekeeper. Sexy little Elena is a godsend, in more ways than one,
descending on his house with a feather duster and a skirt so short it takes his breath away.
And while Donnie struggles to keep his lust̶and his growing feelings̶in check, Elena finally
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makes it clear that he s more than welcome to service the new maid! Warning: This title
contains hot, steamy nobody-writes-it-like-Selena-Kitt sex between alpha authority figures and
their subordinates!
A girl, a bear and an apocalypse - what could possibly go wrong? IVY The world has moved
on, but Ivy just can t. Besides, she has everything she needs on her sustainable-living
wooded homestead, and no desire to brave this grim new world. Until the day a massive bear
chases her into an isolated cabin and she discovers she s not alone. With a giant bear
prowling outside and a gruff, bearded, half-naked savage inside, Ivy finds herself cornered.
The man, who calls himself Caleb, says he ll take her home, but she doesn t trust him, his
offer, or herself with this giant, bronzed, mountain of a man. He might be able to protect her
from the sinister enemies lurking outside̶but who is going to protect her from Caleb?
CALEB Shifter by nature, drifter by choice, Caleb is uniquely designed to survive in this dark,
new hell-on-earth, where the rule of law has been replaced by brute strength. His scars may
be deep but his secrets are deeper, and until he meets feisty, sinfully curvy Ivy one fateful
afternoon, he s not sure there s much left worth surviving for. Finding himself unable to
resist the tempting, scrumptious morsel who lands on his doorstep, he realizes she s the one
he s been craving, and she s more than worth fighting for. Caleb is determined to keep her
safe from everything dark and dangerous outside. But can he save Ivy from herself? (This is a
stand-alone, no cliffhanger, with an HEA!) Keywords: Alpha Male, Steamy Romance, Sex
Stories, Erotic, Erotica, Adult, Shifter, Shifters, Bears, PNR, Paranormal
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